
To see more quilts designed by Linda go to www.hoffmanfabrics.com

Free pattern available from 
www.HoffmanFabrics.com

Quilt Size 37 1/2” x 41 1/2”

Quilt Design by Linda Fitch Featuring fabrics from the Bali Handpaints 
Collection by Hoffman California Fabrics

*Yardage includes binding. 
BACKING: Coordinate of your choice. 1 1/2 yards (1 kit)

Note: These are estimated yardages. Final yardages will be on pattern.

Water Garden

CALIFORNIA-INTERNATIONAL

K2474 #271 Parakeet

K2490 #A25 Antique Beige

K2493 #580 Cypress

K2482 #539 Paisley

K2475 #271 Parakeet

K2490 #580 Cypress

K2489 #271 Parakeet

K2480 #484 Seaside

K2492 #484 Seaside

K2484 #539 Paisley

Style 1 Kit
K2474 #271 Parakeet 3/8 yard
K2475 #271 Parakeet 1 yard
K2480 #484 Seaside 1/4 yard
K2482 #539 Paisley 3/8 yard
K2484 #539 Paisley* 3/4 yard*
K2489 #271 Parakeet 1/8 yard
K2490 #580 Cypress 1/4 yard
K2490 #A25 Antique Beige 3/8 yard
K2492 #484 Seaside 1/4 yard
K2493 #580 Cypress 1/8 yard
1895 #253 Havana 1/8 yard
1895 #415 Chai Tea 1/4 yard
1895 #549 Celestials 1/8 yard
1895 #433 Bonsai 1/8 yard
1895 #605 Thanksgiving 1/8 yard

1895 #253 Havana

1895 #415 Chai Tea

1895 #549 Celestials

1895 #605 Thanksgiving

1895 #433 Bonsai



 

 

Water Garden 
 

Quilt design by Linda Fitch        Quilt instructions by Linda Ambrosini  
 
Finished Size 37 1/2” by 41 1/2”  Paper Piecing Knowledge Required 

 
Fabric Requirements: 
 
K2474 271-Parakeet            3/8 yard 
K2475 271-Parakeet            1 yard 
K2480 484-Seaside              ¼ yard 
K2482 539-Paisley               3/8 yard 
K2484 539-Paisley*              ¾ yard* 
K2489 271-Parakeet             1/8 yard 
K2490 580-Cypress              ¼ yard 
K2490 A25-Antique Beige     3/8 yard 
K2492 484-Seaside              ¼ yard 
K2493 580-Cypress              1/8 yard 
1895   415-Chai Tea             ¼ yard 
1/8 yard each of the following…1895 253-Havana, 549-Celestials, 433-
Bonsai and 605-Thanksgiving. 
         
Paper Pieced Figures.   Remember when paper piecing, the fabric is 
placed on the non-printed side of the paper and sewing is done on the 
printed lines. Therefore the fabric image created is reversed from the 
printed paper image.  For example Bird A’s paper image faces right but 
the fabric image in the quilt faces left.  This will be important, 
especially when placing the correct background fabric for the leaves.  
Be sure to organize yourself to minimize “unsewing”. 
 
Create the Paper Pieced Blocks.   Use the color picture for fabric 
placement as well as the individual block diagrams.  You will need the 
following; 
 
Bird A (left facing in quilt)   3 
Bird B (right facing in quilt)   2  
Leaf C (top point faces left in quilt)  9 
Leaf D (top point faces right in quilt)       9 
 
Create the eye on each of the bird using 3 strands of Brown DMC floss 
by either making a French or Colonial knot. 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
Constructing the Four Windowpane Blocks.  Refer to each of the 
block diagrams for figure and fabric placement as well as cutting 
dimensions.  They are all different, so take your time. 
 
Final Quilt Construction.  Now for the easy part!!  We are just 
sashing and adding borders.   
 
The sashing is cut from K2490 A25- Antique Beige.  Cut 5 strips at 1 
½” by WOF.  Sub cut one 12 ½” piece from 2 of the strips.  The 
balance of these strips will be used later.  Join top left window pane to 
bottom left pane, inserting the 1 ½” x 12 ½” strip between the two.  
Repeat for top right and bottom right panes.  Join left panes to right 
by inserting a 1 ½” x 28 ½” (approx.) strip of Antique Beige.  To 
finalize your windowpane, add the left and right innermost borders and 
then the top and bottom portions.  Lengths will be cut to you actual 
pieced sections.  Remember; measure twice, cut once. 
 
Inner Brown Border.  Cut 4 strips at 2” by WOF from 1895 415-Chai 
Tea and 4 dark brown 2” squares from 1895 605-Thanksgiving.  Cut 2 
strips to length of quilt.  Sew one 2” strip to the right and one 2” strip 
to the left side(s) of the quilt.  The top and bottom borders are cut to 
width, theoretically 27 ½”.  Add the 2” dark brown squares to each 
end of top and bottom borders.  Sew these to the top and bottom of 
the quilt. 
 
Outer Border from Directional Fabric.  Cut 2 strips (length of 
fabric/parallel to selvages) 4“ wide to length of quilt.  From the 
balance of the width (same fabric) cut 2 strips 4” wide.  Cut 4, K2493 
580-Cypress 4“ squares to use as cornerstones.  Measure width of 
quilt, cut the top and bottom borders to this.  Sew on the left and right 
side borders, using the strips cut parallel to selvages.  Attach the 4” 
squares to the two remaining strips and attach to the top and bottom.  
Yours may vary so cut the borders to the actual size of your quilt.   
 
Quilt and Bind.  Binding is cut (2 ¼” wide) from K2484 539-Paisley. 
 
 
 


















